References to the painted dinner plates appear in the analeptic account of Emma's conventual education. Right before Mr. Rouault settles his 13-year-old daughter, Emma, in the convent, they stop over to eat at an inn at the Saint Gervais district in Rouen, where, the narrator reports, 'ils eurent à leur souper des assiettes peintes qui représentaient l'histoire de Mademoiselle de La Vallière'. 7 Louise Françoise de La Baume Le Blanc de La Vallière (1644-1710), to be exact, was the maid of honor to Louis XIV's sister-in-law, Henrietta of England. Caught in the amorous intrigue that surrounded the court, Mademoiselle de La
Vallière became the King's mistress in 1661 until she was supplanted by Mme de Montespan in 1667. Unable to get over her disillusionment, she left the court and became a Carmelite nun in 1674. 8 Although this piece of history seems trivial, it is rather crucial for the narratorial revelation of Emma's fervent interest in romantic material, which would later determine the choice of her clandestine readings of literature at the convent. If kitsch is 'a condensation symbol or referent that draws on a given history and culture and carries both information and emotional significance', 9 the painted dinner plates appeal to Emma because of their identifiable images of romance. Yet, it is this very representation that ultimately conspires to her romantic disappointments. 10 Noting that the inscriptions on the plates were 'coupées çà et là par l'égratignure des couteaux' (p. 357), the narrator seems to forewarn the reader about the integrity of the inscribed information. Such warning could very well be extended to the mode of representation of kitsch itself, which tends to cut things out in order to increase emotional appeal. Thus, the ostentatious association of Mademoiselle de la 11 When Charles collects the case from the ground, he notices a heraldic design embroidered on the silk covering of the case. It was not just a case; it bore an artistic reproduction of a blazon. As Charles points out, the case was lined in green silk upon which a heraldic design was embroidered in its center, like a blazon on a carriage door. Charles's observation is rather revealing, for '[k]itsch occurs each time a single element or a whole work of art is "transferred" from its real status and used for a different purpose from the one for which it was created'. 12 However artistic, the needlework on the case appears to have no aesthetic value for Charles. He immediately identifies it as a cigar case, opens it, and later smokes one of the cigars.
For Emma, on the other hand, the cigar case transcends its own functionality. As Nathaniel Wing has noted, the case becomes a 'fetishized object'. 13 Regarding it as a precious keepsake, Emma takes possession of the cigar case and hides it away in her linen closet. In Charles's absence, she takes it out and smells its interior, performing an apparently fetishistic act of adultery. 14 Emma seems to overlook, however, the circumstances in which the cigar case came into her hands and the implicit probability that, for the experienced lover, the figural object of desire might not be as valuable. The narratives of desire that these gifts represent, which seem so appealing to Emma, may mean nothing to the Vicomte or Rodolphe, who were accustomed to receiving them from their mistresses. Then it is not surprising that the Vicomte dropped or threw away the cigar case he received from his mistress and that, when
Emma showered Rodolphe with gifts-among which was a cigarette case-, he flatly refused and only accepted them to put an end to Emma's overbearing insistence (p. 499).
For Emma, both the painted dinner plates and the cigar case are considered treasures when, in fact, the expression and integrity of the information on the painted dinner plates are damaged, and the cigar case is technically rubbish.
In sum, Flaubert resorts to kitsch in his characterization of Emma at points where ordinary description would not produce the same effect. In describing the protagonist's interest in the images on the painted dinner plates and her fetishistic fascination with the cigar case, the narrator 'shows' this young woman's romantic and adulterous propensities.
Kitsch seems to propose the perfect medium for such demonstration, for what characterizes this mode of representation is the emotional appeal that the depicted object exerts on the consciousness of the viewer. 15 If 'kitsch clearly thrives on some emotional needs that are generally associated with the romantic world view', as Matei Calinescu submits, 16 its appeal on Emma rests on her familiarity with the romantic code. All in all, it is not surprising that Emma would emulate the proto-narratives of adulterous desire that she gleaned from the painted dinner plates and the cigar case. What is surprising, as Jacques Chessex puts it, 'c'est que cette démonstration, cette sédimentation, cette mise en oeuvre du kitsch, vont dans le sens de la tragédie' (Chessex's emphasis, p. 172).
